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Il'TRODUCTION
In this \vorld of appearances. there is no question but that human ment31
can be sharply distinguished from that which is experienced. The
issue has been labelled 'intentionality' tor intentional existence) by Brentano
(19i3) and has given rise to inferences about the nature of reality (Chisholm
1960). The question is often phrased: are my perceptions (my phenomenal
experiences) the re,dly 'real' or doc'S the contentllf th("lse percepti\ll1s m,lke up
the . real' world? My phenomenal experiences arc mental. the world as it appe:tr"
to me is material. I can give primacy to my experien..:e and become a
phenomenologist or I can give prim;l~y to the contents of the experience and
be~ome a materialist. But. I can also give primacy to neither and allest to the
dual nature or reality.
\L~:cri:\lism :lnu phenomenology run into difticulty llnly when each attemph
L~<:ny t;,c other. As long:1s only primacy is at stake, either \·it:w can he m:tuc
consistent. After all. our experiences arc primary and cmpiricism is not inimi.:al
to a real material world. And wc do appear to be expcriencing something\sl. so
our experiences may well become organized by those real somcthings.
However. by acceptin~ such a modera,e position with reprd to mind and
matter we iml11ediately come up against a set of dualistic problems. Are the
contents of perception in any w,iy organized by the experience of the pen.:eiver?
Is that experience in turn orpnized by brain function, sensory input and the
energies impinging on the senses? Would a complete description of brain function of:lJl organism also be a description of the experience of that organism'? If
so. aren't thcmatcriai deserirti(.ns of brain. senses, encrgic,," sufli,:ient'! Or at
kast, do the descrir,ti('llS ( ) f exrt'rienee add anything to thc malenal des\Til"
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tions? Coulll 110ttht: invase be t:qually tru~: what do the dt:scriptions of brain,
senses and energit:s nlataially :.lud to what we so richly experience?
I bdieve that today thert: arc answ<:rs !l) these questions where only a few
years ago therc were not. Thest: answers come from 'unpad:ing' conct:ptual
confusions amI oCl11onstrating wh~re each conct:ptualization captures a part of a
truthful whok.
First, a sem:1ll1ic analysis shows that descriptors of brain. senses and energy
S(1iI:\:CS ;~:':' derived from :In :l~:lly,!s of e\j1::rien,'':: into c0mpl.lncnt.s. The C\)I::~hJ:i':n,s il,": oil:;l;,isn:i,' anJ t:nlirOlll1h:nt,d ~bi'·';lJ:;ic.:al ami phy~ical orsocia1)anu
cach component can be subdivioed further into subcompom:nts until the quantum and nuclear kwls of analysis arc reachcd. Th:s procedure of analysis
downward in a hierarchy of systems is the ordinary W:.ly of descriptive science.
Within systems. causes :lnd effects are traccd. When discrepancies are found
statistical principks are adouced and probabilities invoked. Scientists have
become adept and comfortable with such procedures.
Mental language sterns from oifferent considerations. As in the case of descriptive science, mental terms take their origin in experience. Now. however,
expaience is validated consensually, First. experience in one sensory mooe is
compared with that obtained in another. Then. validation proceeds by comparison of onc's experience with th:lt of another. A little girl points to a horse. Up to
now mother has allowcd herto say 'cow' whenever any animal is pointed to. But
the time has .:ome to be more precise and the expaience of horse becomes
validly diffen:nt from that of cow. Mental language is derived from such upward
validations in a hit:rarchy of systems.
Elsewhere (Pribram 1965) I havc detailed the differences in scientific approa.:h which this upward· or outward-look entails. It is certainly not limited to
psychology. When Einstcin enunciated his special and I;eneral theorit:s of relativity he was looking upward in the set of hit:rarchically arranged physical
systems. The resultant relativistic views are as applicable to mental conceplUalizatiaons as they are to physical. It is these relativisms which existentialists
and phenomenologists constantly struggle to formul:ltc into some coherent
principles. ~ty own belief is that they will be successful only to the extent that
they de\'e!op the techniques of structural analysis, But structural analyses often
depend on enactment to clarify the complexities involved. Abhorrent as the
computer and other engineering devices may be to philosophers and
psychologists of the existential-phenomenal persuasion, these tools may turn
out to be of great service to their mode of intjuiry.
If the above analysis is correct, then a dualism of S0rts can be entertained as
valid. First. a caution however. This form of dualism is concemed v·;ith the
e\'t:ryday domain of appearam;es-of ordinary experiences. Commencing with
such ordinary experit:nces t\\'o modes of conceptualization have developed. One
mode operates downward in a hierarchy of systems. an<llyzing experience into
components and est:!olishing hierarchical :,nd cause-clT,;..::t rela[iollships between these components. The other operates upward toward other organisms to
attain ClJnsensual validation of experiences by comparing and sharing them.
Thus two mirror images-two optical isomers, as it were-arc constructed
from experience. One we call material and thc other mental. Just as optical
isomers in chemistry have differing biological properties though they have
identical components and arrangements, so the mental and material conccptualizations havc different properties even though they initially arise from the
selfsame experiences.
I urge that this is the origin of dualism and accounts for it. The duality
expressed i~ of cuncc ptual procedures. not of any basic duality in nature. As we
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shall see below, there arc other dualities that :Ire more basic but these arc flotthe
ones th:lt have become the staple of those aq;!.Jing for dualism.
CONSTRUCTIONAL REALISM

Before proceeding with a critique of current dualisms, it may be helpful to
describe alternative views. r-.lost of these fall under the rubric of' monism' which
st:ltes simrly th:illhc truly basic comroncnts orthe universe :1re neither malc~i:!l
r101 f))cnt:d ili.l~ :iCl.l:[·~tL 'Th~~ d~r'·I~~t~rialil.a~i~-",.l uf fll:ltl--.=r at the 1L"\t:l 01·iln .. d\'~i~J

that concerns modern physics and which has been rcviewcd abovc supports
such a 'neutral monism' (sce c.g., Bertrand Russell (948). Critical philosophers
(e.g., Fcigl) steeped in linguistic analysis developed this monistic view b~'
suggesting that the 'mental' and 'materia\' are simply different ways of talking
about the same processes. Thus 'mind' and 'brain' come to stand for scparate
linguistic systems, covering different aspects of a basic commonality, The
problem has been to find a neutral language to describe the commonality without
being eithcr mcntal or material in its connotations.
I havc takcn this 'dual aspects' view a step further by proposing that each
aspect is not only characterized linguistically but is in fact a separate 'realization' or 'cmbodimcnt' (Pribram 1971 (/). Further, I have proposed that what
becomes embodied is 'structure'. Thus, in essence, I have stood the critical
philosopher's approach on its head: the enduring 'neutral' component of the
universe is characterized as linguistic-or mathematical. musical. cultural.
etc .-and is essentially structural. The dual aspects are dual realiz:llionswhich, in fact, may bc multiplc-<Jfthe fundamental structure: thus a symrhony
can be realized in the playing at a concert, in the musical score, on a record or on
a tape and thence through a high-fidclity audio system at home.
. 'Mind' and 'brain' stand for two such classes of realization, each achieved, as
describel1 above, by proceeding in a l1ifferent direction in the hierarchy of
conceptual and realized systems. Both mental phenomena and material objects
are realizations and therefore realities. Both classes of reality are con-structions
from underlying 'structures' which it is the task of science to specify in as neutral
a language as possible (neutral. i.e., with respect to connotations that would
suggest that the 'stnIctures' belong in one or the other class). I have elsewhere
noted the relationship of such a constnlctional realism to critical realism. pragmatism and neo-Kantian rationalism tPlihram 1%5, 1971£1, 1971h)
Mlt':D AS EMERGENT OR AS ACTOR: THE POPPER·ECCLES DILD1~1.-\

The views exprcssed thus far have provil1ed a coherent theory which accounts
for du:t1istic views but transcends them hy showing them tl) arise frllm proceuural differences which separately fntli:c' acommon structure. That structllrc
is neutrall\' (kscribcu in mather:1at!'~:l1 ad informatiorl processing iN similar)
te rms. ter~ls ,>'.. hic h (; annl)t read il y be (; harac te ri Lcd as e ithe r m;\lcriall)~ IT.C;1 t:d.
This llwory is considerably differcnt from more classical dualistic views
which hold to a fundamental separation between mental and materia!. I bdieve
that then: is considerable merit tu these views in that they pose questions which
are not addressed by the constnIctiunal realism proposed above. I do nut agree
with the dualistic solution (or rather non-solutions) given by unreclJOstructed
dualists, however, and will detail::in alternative in the last section of this paper.
But first, let us examine one recent document which states the case for one form
of cla.ssical dualism in comprehensive fashion. The document is The Se((cll1d Its
Braill by Popper and Eccles.
The Self alld Its Brail! embodies in its format the views of its authors. The
book is divided into two major portions: Po~r>er deals with th<: phill)sophy ()f
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mind: Ecdes describes the neurorhysiology of brain. In hq:ing with thc inter:lctioniq tone of the volume. there is a third section made up of discourse
between Popper ami Eccles-a Sl)n of question and answer period. The intcr:lCtion is .<,omcwhat stilted and one-sided-the discourse de;\ls much morc often
with mind than with br:lin. But cven this ddcct is. I feel. in keeping with thc
authors' philosophy: in their system, mind gently-'with a cognitive caress' as
Eccles Clnce put it to mc-int1lJcnces, bi:lses, brain function. Popper is no: quitc
~(' ~-\'1):1·: :,.; Eerle-s, 1'1()\\'~'\'c'r, and Itend to <lgrcc with him. AfI,'r all, 'th,: r~n i.l'
nll;;1J:i~ i' til~1I1 th..: $\\ llrJ': t!,,'iC is l1l'thin!; gentle ~!bO,il tile "';,ty 1 ~Ul1 1110\'(;ll :)1
music, a spousc's anger. etc. Perhaps this basic disagrccment between Eccles
and Popper and their attempt to deal with it 'gently' has led to the somewhat
anitic:altone of the interchange. 1 am sorry about this because I feel that the
format of two views and an interchange between them is potentially powerful-I
suggested it once to ,·\nhur Koestler. but he chose to go it 310ne and produced
Tire Gl:oH ill rite J[l/clrille.

What does bring power to the format of TIll! Self and Its Braill is the book
itself. Popper's interactionism depcnds on the products of mind-its contents.
becomin~ m:lnifest in the physical world, The physical world in tum influences
the brain through the senses. Books arc prime examples-and The Self and Its
Emili is a prime exampk ofa book la medium) being in format what its contents
are mcant to convey.
But here we experience in reality the dissonance expressed in the dialogue
between Popper and Eccles, Puppe r's books and other contents of mind constitute his World III. World III interacts with the brain (whic h is part of the physical
world-World Ilthrough the senses (e.g., p. 449). The interaction is clearcut. By
contrast. Eccles has mind sekcting ji'Vll1 the sensory input. organizing the
fun: [ions of the associated cortex especially that of the dominant speech producing hemisphere:
In these funher qages the diffen:nt ~ensol)' moJalities project to common areas in the
ro1ymod:d .tn:as. In these :Ireas .. , wide r.mginl; information is pru<:esseJ, lIow is it
~e!ccto:J, .. :tnu put together".'. , . It is proposed that the self-conscious mimI rlays through
the whu:': (pulymod:\I1 liason brain in a sdective and unifying manner ... somewhat like:!
se;,r~hl':,;hl. Or belter, :l multipk scanning anu prohing device that reads out from and
Sf:Jo:cts ... , [I'. 163.1

Thu5 mind operates on brain directly for Eccles and indirectly through World
III for Popper. For Popper mind is an emergent (e .g .. p. 127) and the problem is.
how emagents can interact with their substrate. He worries about 'downward
causation ufthe hi~ht:r level acting on the lower level" and comes to the conclusion that 'the emergence of hierarchical levels or layers. and of an inter3ction
hetwe~n them. depends upon a fundamental indeterminism of the physical
l~r.;\'~r),;. E~ch leve[ is 0f'~n to e:n:sai influences coming from lower and higher
lev.:\)' '.p. 35). for L:clcs. mind is :1 given entity that org~\nizes brain fum:tiol1
and is org;lnilcd in turn by World III acting throu[:h the senses. For Eccles. mind
pre and po~td;ltes brain but needs cortex of a special sort in order to make a
ktison.
To In':. Popper"s position i'i the easier starting point. As '.';e shall sec. however.
there is ~ome merit to Eccles' view, as well. What Popper has done is split \I/hat
on.Jir-arilv is called 'mt:ntal' into two Worlds: World II and World Ill. World II is
the m~nt;11 st;\k: World 111 is composed of the contents olthat state. Both World
II and \Vorld III are emt:rr.cnts of complex brain organization. World III is a
prouu..:t of World I!. World 11 is compktcly mental but World III can bt:. in part
at kasl, material (c.g .. the book).
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I believe this division and the resultant attempts at intcractionism to b:
unnecessarily awkward. [ prefer to begin with the idea that mental states are the
result of an interaction between an organism amI its environmer,t. in pani.:uIar
between an organism's brain and its social environment. This pO'iitiun i'i deri\'ed
from beha viourism (sec Popper's discussiunof Ryle. pp. 104-107) but goes
beyond it in that it admits the ghosts in the machine, admits them to be as real as
the machine itself. Images, experiences, intentions, plans, expectations. joys
and sorrows are not excised from the 'real' world but are prime manifestations of
th:il '.I'wld (sc:' til. '::uhjec!i\'C' h.:h:\\'illllr;"I1~· 01" \~i!l..:r. G:,'..tilt·,,:, :1!1l1 Prib!':!r:'
19W1. They are nut necessarily the primary uronly manifestations, howe\er. as
the phenomenologists oreven the empiricists would have it. Eccles and Popper,
as dualists, rightly decry such overemrhases on primacy-but often come up
with confusing statements regardim: causation from the interactionist stance.
Thus Popper (p. 5(4) talks of illusi~ns which have a mental origin as in wish
fulfillment. Freud's treatment in the . Project' (1895) has wish fulfillment and its
illusions come about by very specitic brain processes (see Pribram and Gill
1976), more in keeping \vith Popper's overall emergent property position.
By contrast, the proofs of an existence of a reality beyond our senses are
clearly reviewed by Popper (pp. 104-(01)) and I hold with him and with
psychologists such as Gibson (1950) that there are invariants in the relationship
between organism and environment that provide strong proofs of stable organizations in that environment.
Notc that the interaction that I espouse is between organism and its environment. Note also that such interaction does not deny the emergence of mental
properties. However, the emergence can stem either from biologi-:;i1 e'.,)lution
which has produced novel brain organizations that result in lingui,tl": ":.lp~l..::ties,
or from cultural evolution which can produce new linguistic mou;:s su-:h as
writing and printing (see Pribram, 'Language in a Sociobiological Frame',
1976(/).

Popper, by contrast, addresses the interaction between mental and material.
And, although he reviews the problems faced by materialism hecause of the
insights ohtained in the new physics, he fails to sec that these insights apply as
well to a dualism which still holds dear the separation of mind and mall~r. I
wonder: Arc forces . material''? Are liL:ht 'w;l\'es' wavinl! in vacuo 'material'? Arc
quarks with their charm and lla\o~rs 'material"? r\~ \Vigncr (1969) so aptly
states, modern physics is based on 'relationships hetween observations not
relationships between observablcs·. Hut is not this the sci f-same dctinition
which characterizes modern scientific psychology?
I do not, of course, deny the distinction between observation and
observable-the problem of inientionality (see e ,g .. Searle). What I do claim is
that the distinction no longer distinguishes wh:.tt we call the physical from what
we call the psychological sciences, I do not den>' reality to an (/l'l'cal'CllI('t' of the
mJtcri:l1 world as in 1':cwtonian rroechanics or in Gibsonian rcrceptu::l! psychology. ~ or do J deny tha, one c ;In dis ,i ngl!ish bt:tween these appeJran'..:.:s anJ at:'..: r
realities and also between physicill rcality and psychological reality. But for me
realities are constructed, often painfully :lnd painstakingly, Appearances arc one
such reality, the perceptual reality beyond which lie others.
I am sitting quietly writing this commentary, I :1m moving in a complex
trajcctory around the earth's a:\:s. the sun. and within our galuxy. Both state·
ments rencct a reality-the one my perceptual reality-the reality of appearance; the other. my physical real it>' based on the observations and calculati0ns
of innumerable scientists. Which reality is 'objeclivc' and which 'suhjectivc'?
Which is based solely on the interaction of material observables amI which is
based on mental operations such as c:lIcubtion and observation:

,.
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Popper's invention of World III attempts to cope with these questions but I
believe the i'1\·ention does not go far enough. The issue is not material versus
mental but how we constru.::t a material reality and how we construct one th:lt is
apparently mental.
Elsewhere (Pribram 1976h) I have argued that the way Popper-and
Eccks-<.lescribe the interaction oi mind and brain is akin to a colloquial usc of
the concept force. We say that gravity pulls liS to the earth. However, the
C'''l:':i't .,:' 01\ ::y' ".;" ("'riv~'c1 fwr.1 ~;t!'dyi;1? the inter:lctinns 0f masses in m,)tion.lir;,\ Ity is by ddillitiun aailltcla.::tion k:·lIl-··-l;l:!\ ity \\ l,ulu 1101 'I.:xi,t' Wl:i,·
there no 'us' to be attracted to the earth. We then reify 'gravity' and have it pull
us-and aprearanCt'S certainly contiI'm this way of conceiving forces, that they
are being 'produced' by one body and operating on another. Popper develops his
thesis of World III being 'produced' by World II in this spirit. May 'The Force'
be with him.
What I see ~ood in the World II. World III division is that it attempts to portray
the s:lme issue th:lt I have in mind when I discuss structure and its realization. In
a sen,e w hat I call' structure' is what Popper and also Eccles call 'mind'. The
d ifliculty is. however. that my 'structures' are derived, as are all other concepts,
frC'm the inter:lction of organism and environment. 'Structure' can therefore be
inher.::n: in environment. and in m:lterial. physical environments (such as the
structure ot' a symphony being embodied in a printed score or a magnetic tape).
Thi~ would m:lke my formul:Hion akin to Whitehead's or Wigner's-a form of
panpsychism. But. in agreement with Eccles, I am not wholly willing to go that
far at the moment. Rather. I prefer to hold the line by stating that structures
trtlllSt','nc! hot!r t!re {I!rysical al/d mel/flIl rcalities in 1I'!rich they bccolll/! rf!oli:.ec/.

There is thLlS an import:lI1t difference between a constructional realism such as
I propvse and the uu:t1i~t (trialisO-interactionism espoused by Eccles and
Pl'pper. In a construction:ll scheme the precise place ofbrain mechanisms can be
specifil:u. Th.:: sensory anu brain perceptu,l! mechanisms that arc used to construct the :-':cwtonian reality of appearances: the cognitive 'intrinsic' (my term
for Eccles' 'liaison') brain mechanisms that are necessary to the formulation of
qLl:mtum :lnu nuclear physics: the connative motor brain mechanisms that
orpnize in:enrion and pl:\h: the emergence of feelings from the neurochemical
orpnil:ltions of the brain-all can be filled into their precise and proper place in
the scheme (see e.g .. Pribr3m 1971 (/). Th.::re is no global 'mind' that has to make
mysteri0IJs contact with globd ·br:.lin'. Many mysteries arc stillthere--e.g., how
emt:r~e nts do l:ome :loout and how they are so utterly different from their
suhstr:tte-·to name only l'ne. But issues ht:comc scientific and manageable
within the bro:luer contt:\t of phiiosophic inquiry.
THERE IS A BR;\I:-: 1:\ THE

~l1:\[)/UR'\IN

I'ROIJLEM

One e\:trr.p!e is in th:: order of such ma:1ag.::::tbiiity a~d t~e precision with which
th·.: ~'robic;-ns can be sta:ed. I rake this e.-:ampk from ",y o'.vn work bcc3.tlse
Eccles reviews it :lnd criticizes it in his part of the book. The problem relates to
both perception :lnu memory. The issue is how sensory input becom.::s encoded
in :he hrain .::ortex. Eccles puts the problem in the following way:
What ne'Jr.!! e:vcnts are in li:mm with the self-conscious mind both for giving and recciving.... We rc:je:ct the hypothe:sis th;.tt the agcnt is the tie!d potential gencratcd by the r.eural
cvents. The: original postulate: of thc gestalt school was based on finding that a massive
visual input such as a large: illuminated circle resulted in some topologically equivalent
potential field in the visual cortex, c:ven a closed loop! This crude hypothesis need not be
further considered. However a more relined version has recently been proposed by
Pribr.\m (1971) in his pustulate of micro-potentia! fields. It is assumed that these fields
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provide a mo ...: subtle cortical respon~e than the impulse gener.ltion by neurones. However. this ficld potential theory involves a tremendous loss of information !:'ecause hundreds of thousands of neurones would be contributing to a micro-potential tields across a
small zone of the cen:br.ll cortex. All L~e liner gr.lin of neuronal acti\'ity would be lost in
this most inefticienttask of gener.lting a minute ele;:trical potentiJl by current 00',1,' in the
ohmic resist:!nce provided by the e.\tr.Jcellular medium. In addition we h:we the funher
problem that there would have to be some homunculus to read out the potentials in all their
pattemed arr.lY! The assumed feedback from micro-potential fields onto the firir.f: frequencies of nCllfClnes would be of necligihlc in~l!cr.ce ncc:\ll~e lh ... ctJr~C:1!" "'OllIe! ".:
c:A~,~r.1(..'~Y srn:tiL
We: must believe that the:n: is an e:ssential functional meaning in all the discrete neuronal
inter.J;:tions in spatiotemponll patterns, otherwise there would be a great loss of information. In this context, we must consider the or£anization of the cortical neurones in the
anatomical and physiological entity that is called a module (chapter E I, Figs. E 1·5 and 61.
In the first place it is inconceivable that the seli-<:onscious mind is in Iiason with single
nerve cells or single nerve fibers as has been proposed by Barlow (1972l. These neuronal
units as individuals are far too unreliable and inefiective. In our present understanding oi
the mode of oper.ltion of neur.J1 machinery we emphasize ensembles oi neurones (many
hundreds) acting in some collusive patterned array. Only in such assemblages can there be
reliability and effectiveness. As described in chapter E I the modules of the cerebral COI1::X
(Figs. 5 and 6) are such ensembles ofneurones. The module has to some degree a collective
life of its own with as many as 10,000 neurones of diverse types and with a functional
arrangement of feed-forv..ard and feedback excitation and inhibition. As yet we have little
. knowledge of the inner dY'namic life of a module, but we may conjecture that, with its
complexly organized and intensely active properties, it could be a component of the
physical world (World I) that is open to the self-conscious mind (World ;) both for
receiving from and for giving to. We can further propose that not all modules in :he ceret-r.J1
cortex have [his transcendent propel1y of being 'open' to World :!, and th"s t-.:ing the
World I components of the interface. By definition there would be re5lri.:tion to the
modules of the liaison brain, and only then when they are in the correct level of :lc:lvit}'.
Eaeh module may be likened to a radio tmnsminer-receiver unit. Szc:ntagothai has
sugges~ed that the module may be thought of ;15 an integrated microcircuit of electronics,
only vastly mon: complicated. [?P. 365-66.1
In this account Eccles is a bit naughty. Languages of tlze Brain (Pribram
19710) which he quotes contains whole sections-e.g .. pp. 126-31 and pp. 32427 devoted to what arc there labelled as 'Iogic modules'. The structure of such
modules is presented in much grcaterdct::lil than Eccles has done in Tlze Sci/and
Irs Brain or anywhere elsc, Furthermore, the precise operation of the modules
has been simul:ttcd by computcr on several occasions in Pribram's labora10ry
(Spinelli 1966; Phelps 1974: Bridgeman 1971: Pribram, Nuwcr and Baron 197~1.
But there is l1Iorc. Ecdes t:riticizes I'ribram ill the first of the two paragr:lrhs
quoted above as follows: 'The assum<':d feedback from micropotential fields onto
thc firing frequencies of llcuronc.:s woulLi be of negligible inOlit'lh:e becllIse the
currents would be extremely sm::lll', In the following paragr3ph he uses these
same currents (which, as clearly defined in L{/1lgua;es of the Brain, are the
depo!arizations ar.d es p~cialiy thc hypcpo!:lrizations th~t occur at synaps<::s and
within dendritic fields) to 'emphasize ensembles of neuronc.:s (many hundreds)
acting in some collusive patterned array ... with as many as 10.000 neurones of
diverse types and with a function:J.l arrangement of feed-forw:\rLi and fe~db:l;:k
excitation and inhibition'. This excitation and inhibition is for the most part
carried out in axonless (Golgi Type il) 'local circuit' neurons tRakic 19:-61 which
depend on the very 'micropotentials' that Eccles criticized in the earlier passage,
It is becoming more and more ckar that processing in the brain. processing
within local neuronal circuits is proceeding by way of IOC':ll electrotonic and
chemical communications that characterize dendrodendritic interactiom-
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ratl,,:r than \i:l :h: :I\:tilln pll{\.'nti:t1 1l111Ul: so ~:h:ti:tL"lL"ristic long sensory anu
motl)r pathways (sec e.g .. S-:hnllll <:t at !':I76l.
ShcpherJ (197-1) and Rail (1970) havc presented voluminous neurophysiologi-:a1 e\'iden-:e l'n the fUl1ctil l n:t1 organization of these local mkrocircuitsevidence on which Pribram based his proposal of microstructures. What then is
thl: actual difference b<:tween Eccles' microcircuits and Pribram's microstructures cxcept that I'ribr;~m has Ck3rly specified the graded response characteristics nf :1',> p:1trerning thaI produce the functional arrangements within micro')lru\o.·tUj\:~ (\.11" rdi~I~) .. (:·(t!it~.) \\ :!~h. . ~:,::~I·..· , r~·lij;o:.. fu \oil) so :tud t;\kc, t!n~brag·: in ·thc·
self and its mi nd' operating a 'radio transmitter or rcceiver' (the brainlllodules).
So much for the neurophysiology. The question is, of course, what does this
neurophysiology gain us with respcct to the mind-body problem? Pribram has
suggcsted that thc neuronal microstructure, the microcircuitry, is encoding
periodic activity. th;lt sensory transduction of environmental energy results in
p:ltlerns ()(ncural activation in the}i"e({uel/cy domain. Eccles is notaverse to this
when he suggests that microcircuits act much as 'radio transmitter-recei\'ers'.
Radios operate on periodic information-they are tuned to iransmit and receive
frequences.
The initial evidence for neural encoding in the frequency domain was presented in l.anguages of rhe Brain (1971. Chap. 8). Since that publication,
e\'ilknce continues to pour in. Ohm (1843) and Helmholtz (1863) had originally
sugg·:sted th:ll the auditory system uperates as a frequency analyzer. Bekesy
(1957) showed that the skin and the somatosensory mechanism behave in a
simibr fashion. Uut the most dramatic evidence concerns the visual system.
:'-olore and more evidence is accumulating (e.g., Campbell and Robson 1968;
~lovshonetaI197~{/,l978b,197~c:DeValoisetaI 1978a,197Sb:Pribrametal
submitted) to show that visual sratial rrocessing is accomplished in the freqUt.:ncy domain-the eye analyzes the periudic lluctuations of the intensity of
light ovcr space.
In the engineering sciences such processing in the frequency domain is called
optical information processing (if done with lens systems) or image processing (if
perforr.~ed with computers) or holography (if storage on photographic film is
employed). It is holography that first called my attention to the attributes of the
frelJuency domain (Prioram 196h). In a hologram (the photographic film that
stores the microstructure of periodic changes of light and dark over space) the
inform:llion about forms in space becomes distributed. One of the most difficult
problems of neuroscience has been to explain the fact that local lesions in the
brain do not selectively impair one or another memory trace. Similarly, in a
hulogr;ull restricted damage docs n,H disrupt the stored information because it
has become distributed.
In essence the information becomes blurred over the entire extent of the
ho!ogra;)hic fil::\. but in such a fw:cise fashion th:.tt it CZln bc deblurrcd by
pc:rfurming the inverse proct.:dure. Thus image reconstruction lor construction)
frum the stored frequency domain is simple-actually, applying the same transform th~lt produced the store will also decode it into an image. In short, contrary
to what E-:des states to be a problem with Pribram's theory, the evidence that
the brain em:odes information in the frequency domain indicates that no
'homunculus· is needed to read out the memory trace. Either an inpllt from the
senses or from some central source such as Popper's suggestion that the pain,
pleasure expectation and attention mechanisms might be responsible (see Pribram and \1cGuinness 1975, for evidence} will activate the frequency encoded
memory trace to rruduce an im,"ge. No 'self conscious mind' is sitting there as
Eccles suggc,ts, biasing the functions of the association cortex. Rather, as
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Porrt:rc1airns, sc1fconscilJlIS mind is bc"t clll.ceiwu as an cl1leq;\.'llt rrorert:, of
a rartidar srt:cifiablt: brain or~allilatlUn.
For the mind-brain probkm.-this mechanism has direct n:levancc. Note that
storage takes place in the frt:qllt:ncy l!omain. Images as such are not stored nor
arc they 'localized' in the brain. Rather. by virtue of the operation of the loc:!.l
brain circuitry, usu:Jlly with the aid of sensory input from the environment.
images, mental events emerge. are constructed. The images are produced,
constructed-they arl' ghosts restJltin~ from .the operations of the ma("hin,~
(br;iinL

A simibr mechani.,m on the motor side can account for intentional behaviour,
The evidcnce that such a mechanism exists is presented in Languages of the
Brain (1971) and elsewhere (e.g., Pribrnm 1976c: submitted). ~luch of my laboratory research has ~en involved in demonstrating that br.lin function is active, not
passive in its interactions \\iith environment and in elucidating the mechanisms
involvcd in this active aspect of mind. This research has shown that the intrinsic
cortex and limbic formations of the forebrain actively organize sensory input.
etc.
Suffice it here to say that I believe the discovery that certain operations of the
brain C:1l1 be best-understood in terms of processing in the frequency domain is
as important to the mind-brain problem as was the discovery of quantum and
nuclear physics that ultimately the appearances of m:ltter may be immaterial.
A NEW DUALlTY:THE WORLD OF APPEARANCES VERSUS THE
DOMAIN

FREQUE~CY

The point was made earlier in this paper that the dualism of memd vcr.,us
materi;J.1 holds only for the ordinary world of appearances: the worlll Jescrib.:d
by Eucl:uean Geometry and Newtonian mechanics. :\n explanation of dualism
was givcn in terms of proceuural differences in approaching the hierarchy of
systems that can be discerned in this world ofappcarances. This explanation was
developed into a theory, a multiple embodiment constructional realism. But it
was also stated that cenain questions raised by a more classical dualistic position
were left un:1nswereu by the explanations given in terms of a constructional
realism.
What are these questions? Recall that Popper and Eccks propose entirely
different-and in a fundamental sense, orposite-vic ....;s of how mind and brain
inter:lc!. Popper has mind an emergent from brain functioning, Eccles has mind
oper:lling Oil the intrinsic 'liason' formations of brain cortex. Still these authors
managed to ruhlish a book together. They must ha\'e both felt sOllie aflinity f~)r
the other's views. What is it that they may have sensed to be in common, what
dcep feeling diu they fail to articulate adequately in their volume'?
I believe that the analysis prlwided earlier in this paper may help 'unpack' thi~
issue. Note th;J.n when one looks downward in the hierarchy of systems that
compose the ordinar)' world of appearances, es~entially reductive analyses are
e ng:tg·:d. To take account of ncw j)roperties that :I!ise when compone nt, become
organizeu into higher orJer, mon: complex structures, 'emergcnce' is
proposcd-actually, the proposal is essentially descriptive or what is obsl:r\'('d.
The upward look in the hierarchy as in the phenomenal and existcntial appro:Jches simply takes these 'emergents' as the fundamental achievem('nts of
observations. Constructional re:ll ism is this sort of theory ,and as notcd above, I
believe Popper is attempting to achieve a similar end by his construction of a
World 111.
Ecclcs by eontrast is holding out for a vcry different sort offormulJtion. He
insists that mind transccnds brain function in that mind opcrates upon brain. not
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b,:c:luse mind emerges from the functioning of the brain. As noted above,
articubt::u in this fashion. Ecdes' formulation makes no scientific sense,
But consiJer now the br;\in as a fri:quency analyl.er and the gener:tl characteristics of the frequem:y domain. Thes!: characteristics have been appreciated
fully only recently: the recording of patterns of wave fronts by holography has
provided a visible artifact whose properties can be readily conceptualized.
Essentially space and time become enfl1lded in the holographic domain. This
account.; t"l'i tr:1nslaticlIl:l1 jpvariance. the ract that transformati •.)n into the ordin:li:\ th.. I:I:.t~:l \..~~:!i t-:12 ~\"",,,,,,,,,';:'lp1:,1:~d In"'lll uny p:~r: c·rth\:.~ ('lIco,Jed r·?cord. !n lh~~
holographic rccoru inform;ttion becomes distributeJ. spread ovcr the entire
surface of a photographic film or brain module muc h as the \Va ves produced by
throwing a pebble into a pond spread to its edges, Several such waves initiated
by several pcbblcs will interact or 'interfere' and the record of these interference
patterns constitutes the hologram. If a moving picture were made of the origin
and de\'elopment of the interference patterns. the movie could be reversed and
the im~ge of the pebbles striking the pond coulu be recovered. Image reconstruction by holograrhy accomplishes much the same effect by an operation that
performs an inverse transform on the record. Thus image (and object) and
hologr~phic record arc transforms of each other and the transformations involved are readily reversible.
Consider further the fact that in the holographic domain space and time arc
collapsed. Only the density of occurrences is manifest. These densities can be
recorded as wave number or in scattering matrices representing n-dimensional
(Hilben) domains as has bet.:n done in quantum physics. What is important here
is that hologr:1phy has become a window through which we are able to conceptualize a universe totally different from that which characterizes the world of
appear:Jnces.
Da vid Bohm (1971. 1973) has pointed out that most of our conceptions of the
physical world depend on what we can observe through lenses. Lenses focus.
o bjec!ify a nd draw boundaries between pans. Lenses particularize, Holograms.
by contrast. are distributive. boundaryless and holistic. Bohm rcfers to our
lens-gi\'cn ordinary perccptions and conceptions as explicate and those that are
hologr:lphic-like as implicate. Thus there arc at least two discernible orders in
the uni\'crse-an explicate and an implicate. The explicate order gives an account in terms of panicles, objects and images. The implicate order. still poorly
cognized. b.:gins with dt.:nsities of tht.: fluctuating properties of wave forms.
Sonm (197(,) and other physicists (see e.g .• the review by Capra 1975) have
become excited hy the simil;lrity of conceptualizations of the implicate orderanu
those uescribcu by mystics who have exrericnced a variety of religions and
other 'paranormal' phenomena. The lack of spatial and temporal boundaries, the
holographic characteristic that the whok is represented in every part. the
transfo:'mational character of shifting from .:.'\piicate to implic.\te oruer. are .lil
beyond ordinal'y human experiencing which is apparently limited to the every<1<1:' ::X;:J:iC:ltc Eliclidi;~n. Newtonian univ~rse to which we have become accusto~n·..;J.

It is probably not an accident that holograms were a mathematical invention
(bv D<.:nnis Gabor, who re-=eived the Nobel Prize for the discovery) which used;\
fo;m of m;\th..:matics-the intc~r;\1 calculus-inventeu by Leibnitz who also
came to a vision of the imrlicat~ order. Leibnitz's monadology is holographic,
his monads are distributed, windowless forms each of which is representative of
the \\ hole. Substitute the term lcnsless for windowless and the description of a
mon:\d and a ho!ogr;\m are identical.
To summ:lrize this section, I propose that Eccles' suggestion of a distributed
·r.1ind' operating in some 'as yet mysterious' way on brain can be supported by'"
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highly rigorous, mathem:ltical formulation. The fact that the brain is, among
other things, a frequency analyzer, that it encodes information in a distributed
fashion akin to that which char:n:kriles a holo~ram also means that :he structural boundaries that ch:lractcrize the ordinary~limits of 'brain' etc. are tmnscended. The' mystery' is resolved not by taking the interactionist stance that
Eccles has taken and which is appropriate to Popper's formu!:ltion, but by
recognizing the transformational nilture of the implicate domain.
CONCl.us!nN

III concluJil!g, I will atll.:mpt tu summarize slll.:cim:t1y my position as Llevd0p::d
in this paper. The essay began by accepting a dualistic view of everyday experience: we humans can clearly distinguish between the process of experiencing
and the contents of that experience. This led in the centuries since Descartes to
the view that the process of experiencing is mental while the contents of the
experience, if not themselves material, are at least indicators of a material,
physical world. ~todern physicists working at both the microphysical quantum
and nuclear level and at the macrophysicaJ •universe' level have, however,
calbJ into question the material basis of matter (Bohm 1971, 1973: \Vigncr 1969).
Matter is constituted of energy which in several forms interacts to produce that
which we normally experience in ordinary perception. Normal experience is
characterizeLl by Euclidean geometry and Newtonian mechanics. Thus the
materi:ll nature of m:ltto::r is limited to the ordinary world of experience unless
one wants to adopt the bias that energy is material since it can be converted to
matlaas indicated by Einstein"s equatiun c = mc~. But then why would we have
to call such a transformation a conversion? Does not such a matcri:llio;t bi~s
c10uLl rather than clarify the fact that we as yet do not know ho\\ tll properly
characterize such energy forms? And by this question I do not wish to suggest
that they be characterized as mental.
Begi nning from the otha end of the mental/material dichotomy we run into a
similar limitation on its usefulness. Information and information processing, as
when a computer is programmeLl or a brain is informed by sensory signals, has
been shuwn to involve minute amounts of energy that can organize or reorganize
larger scale systems. The configurations which energy systems display rather
than the raw amount of energy they consume has been shown to be critical
(Brillouin 1962; Weizsacker 197-1). Are such figural changes to be conceived as
mental or materi:lI when they involve languages, cultures, etc.? Once ag:tin, a
limit is reacheLl where the mental/material distinction becomes useless.
However. the issue of dual iSIil c:ln be analyzed on its own ground-i.e., within
the purviews of ordinary experience. Here dualism is found to bl: baseLl on
mirror image views constituted by different analytic procedures. Looking
downward from one's experience into the hierarchy ofcl)mponents that constitute that expcriencc, the reductivc "materialistic' vicw hdd by most scientists is
fO~J;]d. This reduct;'.'·: view is llrdin~lri!y b:llanced by the rccl1gnitioo that novel
prop.:nies 'emerge' \Vh~;] specific coofigur:~tions (If compur:cnts arc furmcc.
This is the view proposed by Popper in Tire St'(1" lIml Irs Ilrain.
Looking upward from one's experiences involves validating the experience
with that of others. ExperienceLl 'phenomena' an: described and comp:m:d.
Emphasis is on the e .\istence of the e xpcrience per se, its existential nature-anti
when prccision is attempted the emrhasis is on the structural relationships
among phenomena. Consensual validation, enactment :ll1d structural analysis of
relationships constitute the tool of inquiry, not sepafGtion into parts causally
related to one another as in reductivc sciences. Thus the: language of
phenom<.:nology, existentialism anLl structuralism is "mental' since it is experience reT se that constitutcs the focus of interest.
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R~Ct)gnition of thr.: rrocedllr~t1lliffaellcc that is responsible for dualism in the
orJirury woriJ of cxpcrience allows on~ to tran~ccnd this dualism without
J~nying its usefu!n~ss to dcal wi[h the problems of th:lt ordinary world. I
pmposr.:d that dual ism can be transcenJed by carcfully combining the techniques
and rr.:sults of both the reductiv~ and the phenomenal approaches to inquiry, l3y
making s:n.Jcture the central enduring single qU:llity of a pluralistic monism, both
redllcti\'e entities and phenomena were scen as rCClli::.atio!/S of identical structures derivcd frum a more basic existential given.
(l:i~': l h ;, c,"l"srn::lit1:::,1 rr.;t1isr.: wa" f,,:Tl:I1;;t('d it h:\G to face- :lnoll1-;';" i~,,:\',
hu\\c\cr. Trur.:, Ju,,:ism had not bccll dcnicJ, it had simply b<.:en shown to
op<:rat~ in a limited sphere. But by transcending dualism with a structural
monism, the \'ery spirit of what dualists believc in and arc trying to articulate was
\'iola:ed . .-\S shown, Eccles attempted such articulation by suggesting what
sc~ms to be a rather naive interactionism: mind operating on the associ'ltion
areas of the brain-its intrinsic. 'Iiason' cortex, A constructional realism does
not de:.J1 with the issue that is being posed by Eccles' formulation: a 'mental'
univer$e 'indq~mknt' of-though 'interacting in some mysterious way'-with
the mJt~rial.
The fin:d pr0po,al of the p:lper meets the requirement of this aspect of
du:dism. Brain physiologists have shown the nervous system to be, among other
things, a frequency analyzer. Further, input apparently becomes distributed and
stored in the frequency domain in the manner of a holographic record, And
physicists ha\c suggested that a holographic-like order might well characterize
the microstructure of the physical world. In the frequency domain, space and
time become enfolded: only density of occurrences' arc represented,
Descriptions or this domain and other similar orders that account for the
observations of modern physics have been shown to be remarkably similar to
dcs.:riptior.s of p;tranormal and mystical experience and religious thought. I
pmplhcd therefore that the duality between the normal everyday domain of
JprCar~lnces anJ the frequency transform uomain captures the spirit of dualism
and ac;:uUIHs in a scientific and r'recise mathematical fashion for what has
hitherto be'~n :ncl1mprehensible.
Structural realism thus deals with a number of dualities which are especially
si!:=nificant for unp:lcking the issues involvcd in a mind/brain dualism: (I) a
du,dism based un the distinction between a materi:.JI and a mental universe is
found too limi:cd to deal with the very issues it poses: C!) a proceJural duality
that fa.:cs upward and Jownward in a hierarchy of knowledge systems can be
discr.:med in the ordinary world of:lppcarances and accounts forscparate mental
and obj~.:tive realizations of e.xperience OJ, An additional distinction can be
made \\'hich captures the spirit of dualism: a transformational duality that
apposes the ord:nary world of appearances to that viewed through the window of
the frequency tr,msfonn domain which is charactcrized by descriptions akin to
those describing [h~ experience of mystic:. which form the basis of religious

thv!j;ht.
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